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MARTINGALE TRANSFORMS

AND RELATED SINGULAR INTEGRALS

BY

RODRIGO BAÑUELOS

Abstract. The operators obtained by taking conditional expectation of continuous

time martingale transforms are studied, both on the circle T and on R". Using a

Burkholder-Gundy inequality for vector-valued martingales, it is shown that the

vector formed by any number of these operators is bounded on LP(R"), 1 < p < oo,

with constants that depend only on p and the norms of the matrices involved. As a

corollary we obtain a recent result of Stein on the boundedness of the Riesz

transforms on LP(K'), 1 < p < oo, with constants independent of n.

0. Introduction. For / e Lp(R"), 1 < p < oo, we define the Riesz transforms by

Rjf(x)=hm^V2Tt^l)j       yJ^ldy
jJK .-0 I       2       )Jw>e \y\" + l

for j = 1, 2,..., n. These operators are the basic singular integrals in R" and it is

well known (see [14]) that if we set

/    "    , ,2^/2

then this operator has the strong type inequality

(1) ||*/IU'<r)< CpJf\\Lp(R"),       Kp < oo,

and the weak type inequality

(2) m{x:R/(x)>A}<-^||/|UMr),

where the constants C     and C„ depend on the parameters indicated.

There has been substantial interest recently in studying the behavior of such

constants in classical operators in analysis as n -» oo. In particular, Stein and

Strömberg [16] have shown that for the basic Hardy-Littlewood maximal function

1 r

Mf(x) = sup —j—-rr \f(y)\dy
r>o m(B(x,r)) h(x.r)

(here B(x, r) = {y: \x - y\ < r}), we have

(3) ||M/||l"(r")< CJ/||l>(r»),        1 <p < oo,
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and

(4) m{x: Mf(x) > A) <-^||/||l'(r")

with Cp and C independent of n.

Using (3) Stein [15] has shown that the constant C in the strong type inequality

(1) can also be taken to be independent of n. In his closing remarks, Stein suggests

that notions from probability theory may be helpful in the further understanding of

analysis results as n -» oo. In this paper we show this is indeed the case. Using a

probabilistic interpretation of the Riesz transforms given by Gundy and Varopoulos

[10], and techniques from the theory of martingales, we give a simple proof of Stein's

result. The three key points in our proof are: (1) the classical inequalities for

Brownian martingales do not depend on the dimension of the Brownian motion; (2)

the Riesz transforms are conditional expectations of martingale transforms with

matrices which have norms that do not grow with the dimension; and (3) conditional

expectation is a contraction in Lp.

We have organized this paper as follows. In §1, we define martingale transforms

on the Brownian filtration, state their basic properties and prove a Burkholder-Gundy

inequality for vector-valued martingales. In §2, we begin to connect martingale

transforms to analytical objects and define a collection of operators on the circle

which generalize the conjugation operator. These operators are obtained by taking

conditional expectation of martingale transforms. Several propositions are proved

which describe their basic properties. In particular, it is shown that our operators are

singular integrals and we give an explicit formula for their kernels. All of the results

in this section remain valid if we replace the unit circle in the complex plane with the

unit sphere in R". In §3, we study these operators in R" and prove Theorem 3.1. This

theorem gives a vector-valued inequality similar to (2) for our operators with

constants depending only on p and the norms of the matrices defining the

operators. Stein's result is obtained as a corollary of Theorem 3.1. For a single Riesz

transform we show that the constant we obtain is — 2\¡2p as p -» oo.

1. Definitions and preliminary results. Let B, be an «-dimensional Brownian

motion. It is well known (see [7, §2.14]) that if X is a random variable in L2(&x),

J^ = a(Bt; t > 0), then Xcan be written as

(1.1) X=E(X)+ [   HsdBs,

where Hs is a process with values in R" which is adapted to the Brownian filtration.

That is, Hs is measurable with respect to J^ = a(Bt; t < s) and has

Jr00  ,       ,2
\H,\ ds < oo.

o

Given the representation in (1.1) we can define for any real n X n matrix A the

martingale transform A * X of X by

JfOO
AHS ■ dBs

o
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and it follows from the isometry property of the stochastic integral that

2 f00 2 „2       f°° ,        ,2

E\A*X\=Ef    \AH,\ ds^\\A\\ E      \HS\ ds < oo,
•'o Jo

where ||^4|| = sup{|^4x|: \x\ < 1). Thus the martingale transform is a new random

variable in L2(^x).

For p ¥= 2, the isometry of the stochastic integral is replaced by the Burkholder-

Gundy inequalities. First we give a definition. For X as in (1.1) we define

r°° ,      ,2
(X)= /    \H,\ ds

and call this new random variable the area function or variance process of X. If we

denote by X, and (A"), the stochastic integrals above up to time t, then Xt is a

martingale and (X), is the unique increasing process which makes X2 - (X)t a

martingale. We now have

(1.3) Suppose EX = 0 and 1 < p < oo. There exists constants ap and A which

depend only on p such that

ap(E(Xy/2)X/p < {E\X\P)1/P < Ap(E(X)P/2)l/p.

When p = 1 we have

(1.4) Suppose X and Y are two random variables such that (X)t < (F), for all

t > 0. Then

W sup | *, | > x) < jE\Y\.
w>o '      A

For the proof of (1.4) see Burkholder [3] where it is shown that 2 is the best

constant in this inequality. The inequalities in (1.3) are by now classical and several

proofs exist. Davis [5] gave a remarkable proof which identifies the best possible

values for ap and Ap. Let Dp(x) he the parabolic cylinder function of parameter p,

and let M (Z) = M(-p/2,\/2,Z2/2) be the confluent hypergeometric function.

(See Abramowitz and Stegun [1] as a general reference for these functions.) Let Z*

be the smallest positive zero of M and let Zp be the largest zero of Dp. Davis

showed that the best value for ap is Z* for p > 2 and Zp for 1 < p < 2. The best

value for Ap is Zp for p ^ 2 and Z* for 1 < p ^ 2. We shall need to use this fact

later when we estimate the constant for the Riesz transforms.

We now observe that (A* X)t ^ ||/I||2(A'), and therefore it follows from (1.3)

and (1.4) that

(1.5) ||i4*A'||p<||yl||-t||A'||p,        1</><oo,
ap

and

(1.6) P{\A*X\>\} ^2^-E\X\.

For our applications we need to prove a generalization of (1.3). First recall the

following

Lemma (Garsia [8]). Let A, be a positive continuous increasing process with Aa = 0.

// there is a positive random variable Y such that E(AX - AT\^T) < E(Y[!FT) for

any stopping time T, then E(AP0) < ppE(Yp), 1 < p < oo.
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For the proof of this Lemma see Lenglart, Lepingle and Pratelli [11].

Theorem 1.1. Let X' = /0°° H's ■ dBs, 1 < í < m, be any sequence of random

variables in Lp(^O0), with p > 2. Then there are constants C and C" which depend

only on p so that

I    m \ P/2 I   m \ p/2 i    „, \ p/2

c;£[ElA"fj    <*£<*'■>     <c;£|E|z'|2    .

/«/art, C; = (/7/2)^2.

Proof. Recall that (A"), = ¡¿\H'S\2ds is the positive continuous adapted increas-

ing process which makes (X¡)2 - (X1), a martingale. Thus for any stopping time T

we have

E((X') - (X')T[&T) = E((X-)2-(xtf\^T) < E{(X-)2\^T).

Summing both sides of the previous inequality we see that

,2,
E\ £<*'>"   E(^')r^U£   E|A"ll^I3T

r
= i i=l / \/=i

and applying Garsia's Lemma with p/2 > 1 we have

/   m \ P/2 I   m \ P/2

(1.7) £ £<*'>     <(/»/2)'/2^lElJf'l

Note that for p = 2, (1.7) is trivial and therefore we have the right-hand side

inequality in our theorem for p ^ 2 as we wanted.

To prove the left-hand side inequality let e > 0 be given. For p > 1 consider the

function F: Rm -» R defined by F(x) = (e + E™. 1|^/|2)/'/2 = |3c|^. Since e > 0 the

function F is C°° and we can apply Itô's formula to conclude

"' i

F(M,) - F(M0) =   E /' D,F(MS) dX>s + - E /' Av*vX) <*<*'. *'>,.
/ = 1       ̂  /, /       ̂

where M, = (e + I™x¡ JT/12)1/2. Also D,F(x) = />jc,|3c|'' and

(1.8) DjJF(x) = p\x\P    8,j+ p(p -2)xiXj\x\P    ,

where 8,   = 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise. By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

m -

(1-9) E*;*/#i-///<|A/s| E|#i|-
1.7 i-l

So if p = 1, (1.8) and (1.9) imply

'7      °

Therefore M, is a submartingale.
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As before, the inequality we want to prove is trivial for p = 2. So assume p > 2.

By (1.8) and (1.9)

\T LD^MjdiX^XJy^^pflM/^EdiX'X
0        ij 0 f■ = i

+^p(p-2)r\Msr2ld(x^

= jp(p-l)f   \MS\P 2Zd(X<)s.

Taking expectation of the previous inequality and setting M* = sup,|M,|,

E\M\" - e»'2 < \p(p - \)E^\Msr2 E d(X')

<^(/>-l)£(|A/*r~2E Jo°°d(X^

= \p(p-l)El\M*r2t(Xi)\.

Applying Holder's inequality with exponents p/2 and p/( p - 2) we have

E\M\P -e'/2< ^(^-l)[£|M*r](
P-2)/p

E\ E<A">

P/2 Vp

< cp[e\m\p]
(P-2)/p

P/2 2/7'

E <A">
\ 7 = 1

where the last inequality follows from Doob's maximal inequality applied to the

submartingale Mt. The constant Cp depends only on p.

If we now let e -* 0 we get

E\ ElA"'
,i-l

P/2

< c E\Z\X'
/ = i

P/2 (p-2)/p

E\ E<A">
(=1

P/2 2/P

from which the left-hand side of the theorem follows.

2. Projection of martingale transforms on T. Let X>={ZeC: |Z| < 1} be the

unit disc in the complex plane and let T = 3D be the unit circle equipped with the

probability measure dm = d6/2<n. Let B, be a two-dimensional Brownian motion

starting at the origin and let t = inf{r: \Bt\ = 1}. For / g L2(T), we let u(Z) =

Ez(f(BT)) be its harmonic extension to D. Itô's formula implies

(2.1) f(B7) = u(0)+fvu(Bs)-dBs.

Changing notation, X = f(BT) and Hs = Vu(Bs)\{s<r), converts (2.1) into

(2.2) X = EX + /    Hs ■ dBs

and if A is any 2x2 matrix we define the martingale transform of f(BT) as in the

previous section.
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If we take H = [x ~] it follows from the Cauchy-Riemann equations and the Itô

formula that H * f(BT) = f(BT), where / is the conjugate function of /. That is, if

u(Z) = Ez(f(BT)) and ù(Z) = Ez(f(BT)), then u + iü is analytic in D and

w(0) = 0. Since \\H\\ = 1, it follows from (1.5) and (1.6) that E\f(BT)[" <

(Ap/ap)»E\f(BT)\, Kp < oo, and P{\f(BT)\ > X} < (2/X)E\f(B7)\. Since Br

has the uniform distribution on /, these inequalities imply the classical Theorems of

M. Riesz and Kolmogorov: \\f\\p < (Ap/ap)\\f\\p, 1 < p < oo, and m{\f\ > X) <

(2/A)||/||1.
The argument just presented works equally well in more general domains which

are not necessarily simply connected. More precisely, let G be a bounded domain in

the complex plane and fix Z0 e G. Let Bt be a two-dimensional Brownian motion

starting at Z0 and t = inf{? > 0: Bt£ G}. Suppose u + iü is analytic in G and

continuous in G U dG with ü(Z0) = 0. The same argument above shows that

EZo\ü(BT)\p < (Ap/ap)»EZo\u(BT)\p, 1 < p < oo, and PZa{\ù(BT)\ > X] <

(2/X)Ez \u(BT)\. If we denote by dWz the harmonic measure on dG with respect to

Z0, we can write the previous inequalities as

/  \ü(Í)\PdWZo(Z)^(Ap/ap)p¡ \u(t)\PdWZo(í),       Kjp<oo,

and

WZo{eedG:\ü(Z)\>\}<lfju(Z)[dWZo(í).

Let us again restrict our attention to the unit disc. We begin by observing that if A

is an arbitrary 2x2 matrix, then Avu will not be the gradient of a harmonic

function and so A * f(BT) will not be a function of BT. To turn the random variable

A* f(BT) into a function defined on T we take conditional expectation and define

the operator TA by

(TAf)(BT) = E^AVu(Bs) -dBs\BT^

or less formally

(TJ)(e,e) = E^ Avu(Bs) ■ dB,\BT = eil

The TA's give a family of operators on the circle which generalize the conjugation

operator discussed above. In the next few propositions we prove some of the basic

properties of these operators. We begin with a simple observation: TA is a bounded

operator on LP(T) for 1 < p < oo. To see this observe that from the boundedness

of the martingale transforms, (1.5), we have

Elf Avu(Bs)-dBs
P

<\\A\\P

Ulf

/'
a „

_p_
a,.

PE\f(BT)f

¿fi*«")Pd8,
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where the last inequality follows since BT has the uniform distribution on T. Since

conditional expectation is a contraction on LP, TA is bounded and in fact, the

operator norm \\TA\\ < \[A[\Ap/a . So that when p = 2, the norm of TA is less than

the norm of A. Another observation, which the interested reader can verify, is that

the adjoint of the operator TA, as an operator in L2(T), is given by TA, where A* is

the transpose of A.

Proposition 2.1. The operator TA is a singular integral on the circle whose kernel

can be computed explicitly.

Proof. Let he(Z) = (1 -\Z\2)/\e'e - Z\2, Z g D, denote the Poisson kernel,

or in probabilistic terms, the probability density (module dividing by 2it) of exiting

D at e'9 starting at Z. For 0 < r < 1 we define the stopping time rr = inf{t > 0:

\Bt\ = r}. rr increases to t as r increases to 1 and for / g L2(T) we can write

(2.3) TAf(e'6)= MmEÍr AVu(Bs)-dBs\B7 = eA.
r Î1       \ Jq I

In this way we can write TAf as a limit of «-transforms (see Durrett [7, Chapter 3]).

In other words, for every 0 < r < 1,

e(£ AVu(Bs) ■ dBs\BT = e^ = ^¿(jT' ¿Vu(B,) ■ dÄ,Afl(5Tj).

Since hg(Z) is also harmonic we have by Itô's formula

he(Br) = l+   C Vhe(Bs)-dBs.

This and the formula for the covariance of stochastic integrals combined with the

occupation time density formula (see [7, Chapter 1]) give

(2.4) E^ Avu(Bs) ■ dBs\BT = ei9} = E^ AVu(Bs) ■ vh9(B,)ds}

= ^f  log(^Avu(Z)-Vha(Z)dZ,

where Dr = {Z g C: |Z| < r). However, since

u(Z)=j-(2"f(e'*)h,(Z)d<i>,
¿IT J0

we have for \Z\ < r < 1,

Avu(Z) = -1- ¡2" f(e'*)Avh^(Z)d<S>.
2tt J0

Substituting this in (2.4) gives

¿(/J Vu(B,)-dB,\BT = eie)j

= ¿r(l4l0^VMZ)' vMZ)áz)/(e'*)¿*.
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Setting

kA(e»,e«) =1^ log^4V«,(Z) • V«,(Z) dZ

we can write (2.3) as

1     tin
TAf(e«)= Xim  '-\ " kA(e>\e'«)f(e'«)d$

r î 1    It Jq

which is the conclusion of our proposition.

To check our formula the reader should observe that

kA(ei*,ei0)= ±Jd \og^Avh^(Z)-vhe(Z)dZ

= E^Avh^(Bs)-vhe(Bs)ds

= E^Avh^Bs)-dBs\Br = e>6

So that if A = H

krH(e^,eie) = ¿s( jT h.(B,) ■ dBs\Br = e<

2rsin(6 - <f>)
= hAre»)

and

limA:L(e'*,e'*) = cotí
/-Tl \

1 - 2rcos(9 - <j>) + r2

6 -<p

which is the kernel for the conjugate operator.

Let us denote by M(2, R ) the set of all 2 X 2 matrices with real coefficients and

by £C(L2(T)) the set of all continuous linear operators on L2(T). We have

Proposition 2.2. The linear map from Af(2,R) to áC(L2(T)) given by A -» TA is

one-to-one.

Proof. Let /g L2(T) and as usual u is its harmonic extension to D. Suppose

TAf=0. Then

1   nit

'o
0-j-f'TAfie*)f{e")di

¿TT Jn

= E(TAf(BT)f(BT)) = E

= E^AVu(Bs)-Vu(Bs)ds]j

= - f log—Avu(Z) ■ Vu(Z) dz.

E^Avu(Bs)-dBs\BT]jf(BT)
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where we have used again the formula for the covariance of stochastic integrals and

the occupation time density formula. If we now take / = cos 0 we have u = x and

V« = (1,0). If A = (a¡j), then Avu = (au,a2i) ana" Avu ■ Vu = au. Thus

f        1
ailiDlogjZ| dZ = 0=*aff = 0.

If we take /= sinö we have u = y, Vu = (0,1), AVu ■ Vu = a22 and as before

this shows a 22 = 0. Testing with / = sinf? + cos# we get a12 + a21 = 0 and a12 -

a2l = 0 from which we conclude an = a2l = 0. So A is the zero matrix and this

proves the proposition.

After the representation given by Proposition 2.1 it is natural to ask if our

operators are convolution operators. The next proposition gives a very precise

answer to this question.

Proposition 2.3. In general TATB =£ TAB but if H is the matrix given the conjugate

operator, then THTA = THA and TATH = TAH. Also, TA is a Fourier multiplier in

L2(T) if and only if A = ai + ßH, a and ß real numbers.

Proof. Since T„f = f,

±rTAT„f(e«)g(e»)dO=±(2,rTj(e«)g(e<«)d6
Lit Jq ¿tt Jq

= E(TAf(BT)g(BT)) = E^E^Avü(Bs)-dBs\BT]jg(BT)^

= e[e^AHvu(Bs) ■ dBs\BT]jg(BT)]j

¿TT J0

Since this holds for any g G L2(T) it follows that 7^7^ = TAH.

Next recall that the adjoint of the conjugate operator is ( — ) itself and H* = -H.

We have as above

¿r/o2" THAf{ei9)g(e»)d8 = ¿(jf HAvuf(Bs) ■ Vug(Bs)ds}

= -E^AVuf(Bs)-Hvug(Bs)ds}

= -E^Avuf(Bs) ■ Vùg(Bs)ds) = -¿/o2" TAf(eie)g(e»)d6

= JzrTHTAf(e-*)g(e-*)d6
¿TT J0

and therefore THA = THTA.

For the second part of our proposition let us recall that an operator S: L2(T) ->

L2(T) is called a Fourier multiplier with symbol a(n) G r if (Sf) A(«) = a(n)f(n)

for all / g L2(T). Here / means the Fourier transform of /. A well-known example

of such an operator is the conjugation operator THf = f whose symbol is given by
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oH(n) = -i sign(«). So if aA is the symbol for TA we must have

(TATHf)A(n) = aA(n)aH(n)f(n) = o„(n)oA(n)f(n) = (THTAf)A («).

This shows that TATH = THA. From the first part of the proposition we have

THA = TAH or THA_AH = 0. From Proposition 2.2 we may conclude that this

happens if and only if HA = AH and it follows that A = ai + ßH. So TA is a

multiplier operator (hence a convolution operator) if and only if A = ai + ßH,

which gives the proposition.

We will now show that if we enlarge our collection of matrices by allowing

variable coefficients it is possible to obtain convolution operators from our operators

TA. Let / G L2(T) and denote by fe the function / rotated by the angle 6. That is,

/„(e'*) = f(e'{e + 4')). Let ue be the corresponding harmonic extension. If we let Re

be the 2x2 matrix which represents rotation by 6 we have, by a trivial change of

variables and the rotation invariance property of Brownian motion, that

TAf(e'e) = f( jf R.BAR$ ■ Vue(Bs) ■ dBs\BT = l)

=  [TR^ARefe)(1)-

Since R_eRg = I, we see that if A commutes with rotations, then our operators TA

also commute with rotations. We know from above that this happens only when A is

a linear combination of / and H. However, if we allow A to have variable

coefficients the situation changes. For example, let A(Z) = tp(Z)H, where <p(Z) is

a real valued function defined on D which is rotationally invariant and has

supZe D|m(Z)| < M. Then the operator

(*W)(e") = e(£ v(Bs)Hvu(Bs) ■ dBs\BT = e")

still defines a continuous linear operator on L2(T) (any 1 < p < oo) and since

R_tAR9 = A(Z) for all Zeö, we have (TA(Z)f)(eie) = (TA(Z)fe)(l), and in

general (TA(Z)f)e(e'^) = (TAiZ)fe)(e"l>). If we now recall that every continuous

operator from L2(T) into itself which commutes with rotations is a multiplier

operator (see Stein [14, p. 28]), we have that TA(Z) is a convolution operator on

L2(T). The kernel can be computed explicitly as we did above for the case of

constant coefficients.

Remark 2.1. As mentioned in the introduction most of the results proved in this

section remain valid if we replace the unit disc in the complex plane by the unit ball

in R". Of particular interest is the case of even dimensions because of its possible

connections to several complex variables. We illustrate this with one example. Let

B = (Z g C": |Z| < 1} be the unit ball in C", S = dB the unit sphere and a the

normalized surface measure on S. Suppose / = u + iü is in HP(S), 1 < p < oo, and

ü(0) = 0 (see Rudin [13, p. 87] for the definition of HP(S)). Then,

(2.5) J¿ü(i){do(0*{^Yfs\u(t)fdo(t).
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The constants Ap and ap are the same as in (1.3) and in particular they are

independent of the dimension. To prove (2.5) we simply observe that if H is the

2« X 2« matrix defined by

H =

0 0
1

then the Cauchy-Riemann equations and Itô's formula imply that H * u(BT) = ü(BT).

(2.5) is therefore a special case of (1.5) and we are done. (For the classical proof of

this result see [13, p. 125].)

Remark 2.2. It is not difficult to show that our operators, like the classical

Calderón-Zygmund singular integrals, are also bounded on BMO(T) and hence on

Hl(T). An interesting question is whether these operators can be used to char-

acterize Hl(T). Most likely this is the case provided that the matrices used do not

have a common real eigenvector. Our guess is based on the fact that martingale

transforms characterize //^martingales if and only if the matrices do not have a

common real eigenvector. This theorem is due to S. Janson and the reader can find a

proof in [7, p. 167].

3. Projection of martingale transforms on R".  Fix  y > 0 and let  Bt be an

(« + l)-dimensional Brownian motion with initial distribution mv = m ® 8V, the

Lebesgue measure on the hyperplane {(x, y): x g R"}. In other words, B, is a

process whose distribution is given by

PVU)=  (   P(x,y)(A)dx,

where P(IJ,, is the distributed of Brownian motion starting at (x, y) g R"+1. Let

R", y' > 0} be the upper half space and as usual we view R"

= inf{i > 0: ß, í R++1} and / is a positive Borel function in

(x.y)

R"++1= {(*,/): *e

as its boundary. If t

R", we have

(3.1)      E>(f(Br))=(   E(xv)(f(BT))dx= f   f   ky(6,x)f(e)d0dx,

where

kv(e,x) = TT-("+v/2ri
n + 1 « + 1

2     }(\x-e\2+y2)      2     '

the Poisson kernel (or Cauchy density). Therefore if we interchange the order of

integration (3.1) becomes

(3.2) E?(f(BT))=  f  f(0)d0.
7p»
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Let us denote by y(R") the class of rapidly decreasing functions on R". If

/ g y(Rn) we let u(x, y) = E(xy)(f(BT)) be the Poisson integral of /. Since u is C2

in R"++1 and continuous at the boundary, it follows from Itô's formula that

f(BT) = u(B0)+ f Vu(Bs)-dBs

So for any (« + l)x(« + l) matrix we define the martingale transform of f(BT) as

before:

A*f(BT)=  f Avu(Bs) ■ dBs.

It follows from (3.1) that

E>-\A*f(BT)\2 = Í   E(xjA*f(Br)\2dx

and from (1.5) that

E(XJA *f(BT) |2 < C\\A\\2E(xJf(BT) |2.

Integrating both sides of the previous inequality with respect to x and applying (3.2)

we have

£^*/(73t)|2<CM||2||/||l^,r»,<oo.

So A * f(B) e L2(Py).

From the definition of Py we see that Py is not a probability measure.

Nevertheless, if J^ is a a-algebra and X g Lp(Py), 1 < p < oo, we can still define

Ey(X\&r) which is just a Radon-Nikodym derivative and it belongs to Lp(Py).

Thus we can take conditional expectation of A*f(BT) and we define the operator

Ti by

(Tyf)(6) = £'(jf AVu(Bs) ■ dBs\BT = ö).

Theorem 3.1. Let (Af, A2,..., Am) be real (n + 1) X (« + 1) matrices and for

/ey(R") set

Í "' , ,2\1/2

T>f(«)-lT.\Tlf(8)\]    ■

Then

\\Tyf\\Lp(ir)^ Cp\\Â\\ H/IIl'op),       Kp < oo,

where C depends only on p and

- 2 Í   "' 2
\\A\\   = sup   E \A¡x\ :\x\^l

\ i = i
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Proof. Assume first p > 2. Since conditional expectation is a contraction on Lp,

p > 1, we have

|r'/(BT)||',(l,.-) = £^|ri/(BT)f

= E

^E

= Ey

<E

Ey*A,vu(Bs)-dBx\BT

E e4\Í Aiv(Bs) ■ dB
í-i       \l-'o

H    E   /   ^V«(//,W¿?S
VVi-i'-'o

E  / AiVu(Bs)-dB

2\ P/2

2        WP/2

\B.

\P/2

B,

\/ = i

/"'It

/   £(.v.v)   E  /  Avu(Bs) i/ß

2\P/2

dx.

Applying Theorem 1.1 we get

(3.3)
(m     I        T

E   / AiVu(Bs)-dBs

P/2 I   m        T

<CpElxJ E f\A,Vu(Bs)\
P/2

d.S

s£
- p / rT 2     \ p/2

gMiif^^jfivMÍA,)! a)   .

(Here and in what follows C is a constant depending only on p and whose value

will change from line to line.) If we now apply the Burkholder-Gundy inequalities

(1.3) we see that the previous expression is

^Cp\\A\\PE(xJf Vu(Bs)-dBsl
K0

= Cp\\Â\\PE(xJf(BT)-u(x,y)\P

<Cp\\Â\fE(xJf(Br)f,

where the last inequality follows since \u(x, y)\ = \E(x v)(f(BT))[p ^ E{xv)[f(BT)[p.

Integrating with respect to x gives

\\T7(Br)\\PL,(Pn<Cp\\Â\\P(   E(xJf(Br)fdx

or from (3.2)

l|^/||L,(R.,<q,|Ml||/||^(R.)

and then the theorem is proved for p > 2.
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Assume next 1 < p < 2 and let q > 2 be the conjugate of p. By duality

\Tyf\\Lp(R")=      sup
llflli.»(R')<1

m

f    E Tlf(0)g,(0)dO

where g = (gx, g2,..., gm) and ||g||L,(in = ||(E™ ilg,l2)1/2ll^(R»)- We have

m

f   E Tyif(e)gi(e)de E TtHBMBA
\ i=i

Eyl E ¿'(jT^V«^,) • ̂ |/iT)g,(5T)

£" E ¿^(/^v«^) • dsigl.(ÄT)|fiT)

EyL[fo A,Vu(Bs) ■ dBsg,(BT))

T       m

Ey\    liAiVu(Bs)-Vui(Bs)ds

where we have used u¡ to denote the Poisson integral of g¡. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz

inequality the last expression is

/     t/    m l\l/,2i    m

<Ey If \L\AiVu(Bs)\\     \Z\VU,(BS)

< Ey

i=i

1/2/

1/2

ds

f   L\A,V(BS)\  dsj       jf    E|V«,.(Ä,)|  ds
i = i

1/2'

The last inequality follows from the Kunita-Watanabe inequality. Applying Holder's

inequality the above is

I   rr 2      \P/2V/p\        I   rr   !1 2

Ey[f  EM,V"(^)I ds] Ey\f   Elv^fi,)! ds
q/2 1/7

<M 'I JT|v«(5J|2*
P/2 1/P

Ey[f    E|V«,(5J ás
1 = 1

1/2 1/7

The computation we did above using (1.3) shows that the first term in the previous

expression is < C' \\A\\ \\f\\Lptwy If we can show that the second term is <

C ||g||L„(Rn), then we will be done. By definition

I r*    m 2     V2       r I f  £ 2     \q/2
Ey  jf    ¿\\VU,(BS)\ ds\       =/Rn £(,,,) (jf    ElVM^BJI  ds\      dx
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and since q > 2, Theorem 1.1 shows that

q/2I     T     m \ 1/2 I   m   |     T 2\

E(*..v)[f0   E I Via*,) | ds}      < CqE(xJ E I jf   Vu,(B,) ■ dBs

= C,E(XJ E|g/(*T)-",(^^)I

1/2

1/2

i = l

<CqEixJ £|g,(5T)|   + !",(*, J>) I
?/2

( = 1

However,

i = i / = !
H\u,(x,y)\2=  E|£(,.V)U(*T))|   <  E^.v)(U,(5T)|)

i = i

= ¿W)   E \gi(BT)\2).
i-l

So,

/     T    m 2       \ '

%,J/o   E|VW,(5S)| ds)

L|g,(2L)|   +[£(XvV)I|g1(BT)|<   CqE(x,y)

7/2

<c
1=1

7/2

£<*,,> EU,(*T)I      +%.,, Ek(¿U
(=i

7/2

Since q/2 > 1, Jensen's inequality gives

1/2

E(XJ L\gi(BT)\
/=!

<e{xJ EU,(*T)I
i=i

7/2

SO

jf    E I V«,(5T) | ¿î I      < CqE(xJ E |g,-(*T)

rating with respect to x gives

f^E(xJf^tWui(Bs)\2ds\     dx

(m \ 1/2

EU,(*T)| dx = C¿\gt=C\\g

1/2

/ran
K \ / = 1

which completes the proof of the theorem.

We will now obtain as a corollary of Theorem 3.1 the result for the Riesz

transforms announced in the introduction. Let A¡, 1 </ < «, be the (« + 1) x

(n + 1) matrix whose entries are

j = (\    ifi-l,*-y + l,
0   otherwise.
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It follows from a result of Gundy and Varopoulos [10] (and by different methods

Gundy and Silverstein [9]) that Tyf(6) -* \Rjf(6) a.e. as y -> oo for all / g £f(Rn).

Combining this result with Fatou's lemma, Theorem 3.1, and noticing that for this

sequence of matrices \\A\\ < 1, we have

Corollary 3.2 (Stein [15]). For f g SP(R"),

||^/||/."<R") ^ C;,||/||/./'(R»),        1 <p < oo,

where Rf(x) = (¿Z"L1\RJf(x)\2)l/2 and Cp depends only on p.

The theorem for general / in LP(R") follows by a simple density argument.

By keeping track of the constants in the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 3.1 we can

give an explicit value for Cp but, as the interested reader can check, this constant is

not very good as p -* oo. If we consider only one Riesz transform the situation is

much better. It follows as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 that \\R¡f\\i.rlK') <

(2Ap/ap)\\f\\lp(R„), where ap and A are the constants given by Davis [5] for the

Burkholder-Gundy inequality (1.3). When p > 2, it follows from Abramowitz and

Stegun [1, p. 696], that Ap < 2(p + \)l/2 and from Garsia's Lemma that \/ap <

(p/2)1/2. So

¡VlUm < 2\/2/>2 + />||/||l>(R»)   for p > 2.

The constant above is — 2^2p as p -> oo, which is the right order of magnitude

since the best constant for the Hubert transform (cot Tr/(2p)) is O(p) as p -* oo

(see Pichorides [12]). It is also interesting to note that our constant above has the

same asymptotic behavior as the best constant (p — Y) for various martingale

transforms given by Burkholder [4]. (The reader should note that the martingale

transforms treated by Burkholder do not include our martingale transforms.) It

would not be too surprising to the writer if the best constant for our martingale

transforms turns out to be (p — 1) also. This will permit us to give a better constant

for the Riesz transforms than the one given here.

We end with two remarks:

(1) After this paper had been completed we learned that A. Bennett [2] has also

given a proof of Stein's result based on the Burkholder-Gundy inequalities. His

approach, however, does not use general martingale transforms and he does not give

information on the behavior of the constants with respect to p. In addition, our

Theorem 3.1 is more general than just the result for Riesz transforms and it works

equally well if our matrices have variable entries. It would be interesting to know

what operators we obtain when we project in R" martingale transforms with variable

coefficients.

(2) The referee has informed us that J. Duoandikoetxea and J. L. Rubio de

Francia [6] have given yet another proof of Stein's result. Their proof does not use

any square functions and it is based on the method of rotations for singular integrals

with odd kernels which reduces matters to the Hubert transform on the real line.

Their constant has the same asymptotic behavior as our constant above.
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